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Abstract: Influenza virus particles span ~55-nm to ~30-µm in length, but the role of filamentous 

particles remains elusive. Filaments package at most a single genome, but display on their surfaces 

disproportionately more hemagglutinins (HAs). During cell entry, 3-5 neighboring HAs form a 

fusion cluster, delivering the genome across the endosomal membrane. Here we identify influenza 

filaments as viral persisters increasing the probability of fusion-cluster formation and cell entry 

under HA-directed selective pressure. When HA function is limited, filamentous particles fuse 

more rapidly and more efficiently than do spherical ones, but their infectious advantage derives 

from their enhanced fusion efficiency rather than from rate effects. Filaments are refractory to 

extreme HA inactivation, presenting a built-in reservoir of particles that can adapt to any condition 

limiting HA function. 

One Sentence Summary: Filamentous virus particles resist inhibition at the level of membrane 

fusion in the absence of genetic change. 

Main Text:  

Many enveloped animal viruses and some emerging human pathogens such as Ebola, 

Nipah, and Hendra viruses, produce a mixture of virus-particle sizes that include very long, 

filamentous members(1-4). However, the function of the filamentous particles is unknown for any 

system. The main impediments to characterizing viral filaments are their phenotypic origin (a 

single infecting particle gives rise to a range of particle sizes)(5, 6), difficulty of purifying particles 

to homogeneity according to their size, and the apparent lack of filament advantage in vitro(7, 8). 

Influenza filaments are advantageous and persist in vivo, but are quickly replaced by spherical 

particles during virus passaging in vitro(9, 10). Spherical particles are taken up by cells via 

clathrin-mediated endocytosis, and filaments via a slower and more energy-requiring 

macropinocytosis(11). Furthermore, the assembly of filaments takes up tremendous resources (e.g. 

membranes and viral proteins), but they package the same, single-genome cargo(12-14). It is thus 
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assumed that to understand the benefit of viral filaments, a full complexity of in-vivo infections 

needs to be considered.  

The relative simplicity of virus structure offers hints into the filament function. Influenza 

virus has three structural proteins whose numbers scale with particle size: the matrix protein, M1, 

which forms the particle shape, and the surface-exposed HA and NA(12, 14). HA densely covers 

at least 80% of the viral surface and its relative representation is higher on longer particles at the 

expense of NA(6, 12, 14). HA is the main target of neutralizing antibodies and is thus under 

constant pressure to evolve(15). Furthermore, adaptation of HA to human-cell entry is a key 

determinant of influenza pandemics, so viral zoonotic transmission is another source of selective 

pressure on HA(16). Presentation of HA on particles of different sizes might offer an adaptability 

benefit, and detailed dissection of HA function in different particle contexts should reveal its 

mechanism.  

Increased infectivity of filamentous particles under HA pressure 

We used filamentous influenza virus, X31HA/Udorn(17), and devised a strategy for 

particle size-enrichment using cycles of centrifugation at low relative centrifugal force, which 

preferentially sediments filamentous particles. We analyzed the resultant fractions by negative-

stain electron microscopy (Fig. S1A-B, and Table S1). The supernatant fraction (SUP) has a 

relatively narrow and symmetric particle-size distribution, with 95% of the population ranging in 

length from 50 nm to 250 nm. Taking 250 nm as the cut off, the pellet fraction (PELLET) includes 

47.2% filaments, whose average length is ~5-times that of the SUP particles (Table S1). 

To produce a variable, measurable limit to HA activity, we used a Fab fragment of a 

broadly neutralizing antibody, MEDI8852 (M-Fab), which binds the base of HA and prevents HA 

conformational changes(18). Fluorescently tagged M-Fab binding to unlabeled particles shows a 
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narrow distribution of particle intensities for the SUP particles, and a wider fluorescence-intensity 

distribution with a long tail for the PELLET particles (Fig. S2A). M-Fab binding thus scales with 

particle length. Incubation of M-Fab-bound particles at low pH did not significantly change 

fluorescence-intensity distributions (Fig. S2A), validating M-Fab as a reagent that inactivates 

targeted HA during membrane fusion at the low-pH of endosomes. 

To determine whether viral filaments offer infectivity advantage under HA-directed 

selective pressures, we measured the SUP- and PELLET-particle concentrations (in 

hemagglutination units per ml; HAU/ml) needed to induce 50% cell death for a range of M-Fab 

concentrations in a single-cycle of infection (scTCID50) (Fig. 1). We limited infections to a single 

cycle because particle-size separation is possible only for the initial infection, which then yields 

pleomorphic progeny(5, 6). In the absence of inhibition, the PELLET has no infectivity advantage 

(and in some experiments a subtle disadvantage) over the SUP (Fig. 1A), consistent with previous 

reports for viral filaments(7, 8). However, the effect of M-Fab on the scTCID50 of the PELLET is 

lower than its effect on the SUP, with the PELLET advantage ranging from 50% (17 nM M-Fab) 

to greater than 3-fold (268 nM M-Fab) (Fig. 1B). The scTCID50 data show that influenza virus 

sensitivity to HA inhibition decreases with increase in virus-particle length. 

Prediction from stochastic simulations for the function of filamentous particles 

HA is synthesized as an inactive trimer, HA0(19). Activation requires cleavage of each 

HA0 monomer into two disulfide-linked subunits, HA1 and HA2(20). The contact interface 

(patch) between the virus particle and the membrane incorporates ~50 HAs for the spherical 

particles, and this number scales approximately linearly with particle length(12, 14, 17) (Fig. 2A). 

Membrane fusion results from a functional interplay among HAs within the contact patch. Cleaved 

HA is metastable; low pH reduces the barrier for transition to the stable postfusion 
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conformation(21). Initial HA triggering is stochastic, but inducing membrane merger requires the 

combined free energy released by the HA conformational changes of 3-5 neighboring trimers(17, 

22) (Fig. 2A). A hydrophobic sequence at the N-terminus of HA2, termed the fusion peptide (FP), 

mediates functional coupling of HA conformational changes to membrane fusion. In the pre-fusion 

HA, FP inserts in a conserved cavity (the pre-fusion pocket) at the base of HA near the viral 

membrane(19). During HA conformational changes in the contact patch, FP either inserts into the 

target membrane (productive HA), or, if HA assumes the post-fusion state without engaging the 

target membrane, FP inserts back into the viral membrane (unproductive HA)(22, 23). The release 

of FP from the pre-fusion pocket is the rate-limiting structural rearrangement influencing the rate 

of fusion-cluster formation(17). The frequency of unproductive HAs, which imposes restrictions 

on the available geometries for adjacent HA insertions, influences the rate and probability of 

fusion-cluster formation(22, 24). While membrane resistance prevents individual inserted HAs 

from folding back, the fold-back for HAs in the fusion cluster is cooperative and fast(17). 

The larger contact patch afforded by viral filaments should increase the total number of 

inserted HAs and thus the efficiency and/or rate of membrane fusion under any condition limiting 

HA activity, e.g. large fraction of unproductive HA, low level of HA0 activation, or HA 

inactivation by antibodies or inhibitors (Fig. 2A). To express these predictions in quantitative 

terms, we performed stochastic simulations of fusion for a 600-fold range of patch sizes and zero 

to 80-97% HA inactivation (Fig. 2B). The probability of fusion-cluster formation for spherical 

particles (PS 55) declines for HA inactivation greater than 20%, but a 600-times larger patch (PS 

34627) requires at least 90% HA inactivation for the same effect, and yields 20% fusion for 97% 

inactive HAs. Larger patches form fusion clusters more rapidly, but rate differences get smaller 
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for more HA inactivation. Overall, larger patch enables higher efficiency and/or rate of fusion-

cluster formation depending on the extent of HA inactivation. 

Functional advantage of filamentous particles revealed by single-particle measurements of 

membrane fusion 

To compare the predictions from stochastic simulations with experiment, we used the SUP 

and PELLET fractions of WT X31HA/Udorn in single-particle experiments of membrane fusion. 

Analysis of individual particles can reveal subpopulations with distinct kinetics, and in this way, 

obviate the need for homogeneous particle preparations. We performed membrane fusion 

experiments with DiD-labeled SUP or PELLET particles on supported planar membrane bilayers 

for a range of unlabeled M-Fab concentrations at pH5.2 (Movie S1-S4). We extracted individual-

particle lag times from pH drop to hemifusion (onset of DiD dequenching), a fusion intermediate 

that reports on fusion-cluster formation and invariably precedes pore opening(17, 25) (Fig. 3A). 

We fitted frequency distributions of hemifusion lag times with gamma probability density and 

derived mean lag times from the fits(22, 25). The plots of hemifusion yield and time for a range 

of M-Fab concentrations both show that the PELLET particles are less sensitive to HA inactivation 

than the SUP particles (Fig. 3B). We derived hemifusion yield and lag-time distributions for the 

long (>250 nm) particles within the PELLET (Fig. 3C) as described in the Materials and Methods. 

The resultant plots of SUP versus long particles match the prediction from stochastic simulations 

for patch-size pairs where the larger patch size is ~4-5 times the size of the smaller one (e.g. 55/235 

or 121/583) (Fig. 2B); the derived patch-size ratio in turn agrees with the measured ratio of the 

filament and SUP-particle average lengths (Table S1). The combined results thus validate the 

stochastic fusion model(22), and support the prediction that the larger patch afforded by viral 

filaments increases the rate and probability of fusion-cluster formation under limiting HA activity. 
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Effect of HA inactivation on infectivity 

 The infectious advantage of filaments for a given level of HA inactivation (Fig. 1) could 

stem from their increase in the fusion rate, yield, or both. To test whether kinetics of fusion-cluster 

formation influences infectivity outcomes, we employed virus mutants with (de)stabilized pre-

fusion HA. A mutation in HA2, D1122A, destabilizes FP in its pre-fusion pocket resulting in faster 

hemifusion(17). A mutation in HA1, H171Y, stabilizes FP in its pre-fusion pocket and is predicted 

to slow hemifusion(26). The extent of fluorescent M-Fab binding to WT and D1122A particles is 

the same, and to H171Y only slightly reduced, implying the same or very similar extent of HA 

inactivation for a given M-Fab concentration (Fig. S2B). Indeed, single-particle measurements for 

WT and D1122A give very similar hemifusion-yield curves, and a similar relative change in 

hemifusion lag-times (Fig. 4A, S3A). However, D1122A particles are 7 to 11 times faster in 

hemifusion for the tested range of M-Fab concentrations, owing to the faster rate of fusion-peptide 

release for the mutant(17). At even the highest M-Fab concentration, hemifusion of D1122A 

particles is 2.4-fold faster than that of the uninhibited WT (Fig. 4A, S3A). H171Y, on the other 

hand, is so stabilized that it has lower hemifusion yield at pH 5.2, either because of a lower extent 

of HA triggering or lower productiveness (Fig. 4A). At pH 4.8, hemifusion yield of H171Y is 

comparable to WT, but hemifusion rate is markedly lower for the mutant (Fig. 4B, S3B). Unlike 

the large changes in the rate of hemifusion for HA mutations, even the highest concentration of 

M-Fab tested slows hemifusion of the short particles less than 5-fold (Fig. 3B, 4A-B). Thus, the 

HA mutants allow us to probe the effects of altered hemifusion-rates on infectivity.  

We compared WT, D1122A, and H171Y viruses in scTCID50 experiments (Fig. 4C-E, S4). 

The baseline titers of D1122A and H171Y viruses are within 2-3-fold of WT, showing that cell 

entry is relatively insensitive to the rate of fusion-cluster formation (Fig. 4C). Furthermore, WT 
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and D1122A viruses are equally sensitive to all tested M-Fab concentrations, confirming that the 

rate increase afforded by HA destabilization does not boost infectivity under HA pressure (Fig. 

4D). H171Y is more sensitive to HA inactivation than WT and D1122A viruses, but otherwise 

follows the same trend for the higher M-Fab concentration (Fig. 4D). The higher sensitivity of 

H171Y to M-Fab can be interpreted in the context of this mutant’s lower hemifusion yield at the 

pH of endosomes (Fig. 4A). If the lower rate of fusion-cluster formation for H171Y contributed to 

its higher sensitivity to M-Fab, a further increase in M-Fab concentration would inhibit H171Y 

disproportionately, causing it deviate from the WT/D1122A infectivity curves. The same 

infectivity trend for H171Y confirms that cell entry of even the slow-fusing H171Y mutant is 

insensitive to rate changes caused by HA inactivation (Fig. 4D). M-Fab thus lowers infectivity by 

reducing the number of particles that successfully assemble fusion clusters. 

Filaments resist extreme HA inactivation 

The unproductive HA fraction contributes to the overall probability of virus particles 

assembling fusion clusters and determines how sensitive particles will be to HA inactivation (Fig. 

2A)(22, 24). The effect of M-Fab on fusion-cluster formation in endosomes (Fig. 4D) is much 

greater than its effect in vitro (Fig. 4A). For example, 67 nM of M-Fab reduces scTCID50 titers 14-

fold for the WT and D1122A SUP particles, but hemifusion-yield changes are comparably small 

for this M-Fab concentration in vitro. Productive HAs are thus less frequent in endosomes than on 

planar membrane bilayers, and inactivation of a small subset of HAs prevents a majority of virus 

particles in endosomes from assembling fusion clusters.  

The effect of M-Fab on the scTCID50 of D1122A or H171Y PELLET (Fig. 4E) is lower 

than its effect on the corresponding SUP (Fig. 4D), with PELLET advantage being the same for 

the mutants as for the WT. We interpret PELLET advantage as resulting from more opportunities 
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for fusion-cluster formation on longer particles (Fig. 2A). This interpretation predicts that 

infectivity differences between PELLET and SUP fractions would be greater for such HA-

inactivation extents that start to affect very long filaments because PELLET and SUP particle 

distributions are more different for longer particles (Table S2). To test this prediction, we prepared 

virus particles with less than 1% activating HA0 cleavage (Fig. 5A). We then measured the loss 

of infectivity for the uncleaved virus, or the uncleaved virus pre-treated with 268 nM M-Fab, 

relative to fully cleaved, untreated virus in a modified plaque-assay experiment (Fig. 5B). The 

result for the control (cleaved, M-Fab pre-treated) virus matched the scTCID50 data at this M-Fab 

concentration (Fig. 1) with the PELLET offering approximately 3-fold higher infectivity than the 

SUP (Fig. 5B). A similar result was obtained for the uncleaved virus. Consistent with our 

prediction for extreme HA pressure, the uncleaved, M-Fab pre-treated PELLET is at least 10-times 

more infectious than the corresponding SUP. Since at really high HA inactivation levels the rate 

of fusion-cluster formation approaches a plateau (Fig. 2,3), this result supports our interpretation 

that the PELLET advantage derives from an increase in the fusion yield. Our results thus define 

influenza filaments as viral persisters under general HA pressures (presence of inhibitors and/or 

near absence of activating HA cleavage).  

Discussion  

Our results show that the bulk of endosomal fusion is unproductive and exquisitely 

sensitive to small perturbations in active-HA numbers. Filaments resist HA inactivation by having 

more opportunities for fusion-cluster formation. Very long filaments enable cell entry when active 

HAs become extremely rare independent of the reasons for low HA-function; they replicate 

without requiring genetic change, and in this way, accumulate mutations that can lead to (genetic) 

adaptation. 
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We propose a model for viral particle-size diversity serving as a phenotypic switch in 

changing environment (Fig. 6). At low relative HA-directed selective pressure, majority of new 

infections are initiated by spherical particles; they are more numerous, use fewer resources, and 

are faster to internalize and assemble (Fig. 6A)(6, 8). Filaments take over when HA function is 

limiting and permit low level of replication (Fig. 6B). If pressure is removed, the same viral 

population can expand. Under sustained pressure, viral replication initiated by filaments can lead 

to adaptive mutations. For example, filaments might enable low level of replication under immune 

pressure, and even permit inefficiencies in HA function for immune evasion mutants, which can 

then be repaired by mutation. Similarly, cell entry by the early zoonotic transgressors in humans 

might be permitted by the filamentous virus population, in turn allowing for adaptive mutations. 

Targeting filamentous influenza particles should extend the effectiveness of vaccinations 

or fusion inhibitors, as well as help curb viral pandemics arising from adaptation of new influenza 

strains. One way to achieve that is to target the molecular pathways that enable filament assembly. 

For example, NA inhibitors disproportionately affect the release of filaments because of the higher 

relative NA-content on spherical particles(6). Combining HA and NA inhibitors might thus delay 

resistance in an unanticipated way because NA pressure increases the proportion of spherical 

particles, ready targets for HA inhibitors. An attractive target for delaying resistance to HA 

pressures might also lie in the unique cell biology of large-cargo internalization (i.e. 

macropinocytosis) (Fig. 6C)(11, 27-31). Targeting cellular factors required for filamentous-virus 

internalization would both curb avenues for resistance by targeting host processes, and provide 

broad-spectrum effect against filamentous virus pathogens(1-4). 
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Fig. 1. Filamentous particles have an infectivity advantage under HA inhibition. (A) A 

representative set of scTCID50 measurements at various M-Fab concentrations. The no-inhibitor 

baseline for PELLET and SUP from which infectivity shifts are measured in (B) is shown on all 

plots. (B) Fold decrease in scTCID50 titer for M-Fab-treated samples relative to untreated 

samples. Average and standard deviation of three independent experiments are shown. 
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Fig. 2. Stochastic simulations. (A) Stochastic fusion model(22). A simplified contact patch 

before fusion (t0) or at the time of fusion-cluster (FC) formation (themifusion) is shown (top). 

Random HAs extend and insert into the target membrane (pre-fusion HA, green circles; inserted 

HA, magenta circles) or become inactivated (unproductive HA, black circles). ke is the rate of FP 

release. Under the same limiting condition, longer particles have a higher probability of fusion-

cluster formation (bottom). Inactive (inhibitor bound or uncleaved) HAs are shown as yellow 

circles. The prediction for the advantage of filamentous particles is illustrated with an elliptical 

patch, but the simulations used circular patches (see Materials and Methods). (B) Simulation 

results for the yield and mean lag-time to fusion-cluster formation at 0.02-0.1 inactive HA-

fraction increments connected with lines from datasets each with at least 1000 FCs. PS, patch 

size represented with the number of HA molecules interfacing the target membrane. 
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Fig. 3. Single-particle membrane fusion of short and long particles. (A) Hemifusion lag times 

with gamma-distribution fit (SUP, red line), or bi-gamma fit (PELLET, black line) with the 

underlying distributions for the short (red line) and long (blue line) PELLET-particle 

subpopulations. Data were pooled from several experiments where each condition was 

represented on each day. (B) Hemifusion yield, and fitted mean from (A). (C) Derived 

hemifusion yield and fitted mean for long particles in the PELLET (see Materials and Methods).  
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Fig. 4. HA inhibition reduces the number of particles assembling fusion clusters during 

endosomal fusion. (A-B) Single-particle hemifusion yield and fitted mean for a range of M-Fab 

concentrations for short particles, (A) WT versus D1122A and a single H171Y data point at pH 

5.2, and (B) WT versus H171Y at pH 4.8. (C) Baseline scTCID50 titers normalized to WT SUP. 

Average and standard deviation of three independent experiments are shown. (D-E) Fold 

decrease in scTCID50 titer for M-Fab-treated samples relative to untreated samples for (D) SUP 

or (E) PELLET of WT, D1122A, and H171Y viruses. Average and standard deviation of three 

independent experiments are shown. WT data is replotted from Fig. 1B for direct comparison.  
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Fig. 5. Filaments resist extreme HA inactivation. (A) HA2 Western blot of purified virus 

particles. µg refers to the total viral protein loaded. (B) Fold reduction in recovered infectivity 

(plaque-forming units) per input particle (HAU) for uncleaved and/or 268 nM M-Fab treated 

samples, relative to cleaved, untreated samples. The experiment was set up in a way to ensure 

that any differences among samples result from the initial infection by the SUP and PELLET 

fractions (see Materials and Methods). Data is the average and standard deviation of three 

independent measurements. 
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Fig. 6. A model for the influenza virus phenotypic switch. Viral progeny is pleomorphic 

independent of the initiating-virus morphology. Random mutations arise during replication. (A) 

At low HA pressure, infections by spherical particles dominate. (B) Filamentous particles permit 

cell entry and replication when spherical particles are inhibited, and can lead to adaptive 

mutations. (C) Preventing macropinocytosis in combination with HA inactivation by inhibitors 

might avert resistance. The same strategy might apply to prolonging vaccine effectiveness or 

preventing zoonotic adaptations that can lead to pandemics. Circles, spherical particles; Ellipses, 

filaments; Blue, WT; Black/Orange/Green, HA mutants; Red, an adaptive HA mutant; CME, 

clathrin-mediated endocytosis. 
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